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Abstract: Strategic management of socio-economic systems by targets necessitates the management structure
formation in the form of a cause-and-effect relationship between the objectives achievement, changes in
performance, decision-making and resource consumption. A complete system of principles was developed, that
are sufficient to meet the challenges of strategic management in the field of socio-economic systems based on
the balanced scorecard and simulation. We describe the integration of strategic management methods and
simulation for the organization of decision-making in the double-loop control form. A conceptual structure of
socio-economic system management was provided, that is invariant to the subject area, which allows forming
strategic management decisions and evaluating their effectiveness using simulations. Central place in the
proposed management structure is the repository for situational, cognitive, simulation, process, expert,
ontological models of socio-economic system, which make it possible of an integrated multi-pronged domain
simulation.
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INTRODUCTION At the same time, not all of the management decisions

To achieve success in a complex and dynamic
environment  of    social    and    economic     systems
(any company or organization) you must  constantly
adapt to the changing conditions of  the  market,  ahead
of its competitors in quality, speed and flexibility of
products (services). This is impossible without the
operative information provided to leaders on the
enterprise activities for timely decision-making before
they will be reflected in financial results. [1] At the same
time, even the prompt action of the company must be
coordinated and focused on the achievement of certain
long-term goals expressed in the indicators form, which
are often scattered, do not give the full picture of what is
happening, do not allow us to judge how successfully the
enterprise strategy is implemented. Actual becomes the
management improvement in the field of socio-economic
systems (SES), which includes the opportunity to
evaluate the effectiveness of the strategic objectives on
the basis of a indicators set, as well the possibility of
management decision formation with the risk of such
goals failure

choice principles and the conditions that influence this
choice can be expressed as proportions. In this case, the
processes of  socio-economic systems are complex and
the significant information amount formalization is
necessary  for  their  mathematical   description  in the
form of perceptions and experts preferences. In [2-4]
authors deal with  the  management in organizational
systems, including strategic. There are no studies on the
development of new and existing structures improvement,
methods and models of strategic social and economic
systems management.

Insufficient  knowledge  of  the  scientific     problem
to  create  strategic management and modelling in the
application to the socio-economic systems
methodological foundations processes makes it necessary
to carry out research in this area.

Socio-economic Systems Strategic Management
Principles: A concept, that includes a set of principles
which is sufficient to address a wide range of management
was formulated: 
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Structuring and management of multilevel cyclic of fuzziness. Therefore, the sixth principle can be realized
management system SES (P1) The multi-level control through the formalization of fuzzy concepts in terms of
systems implementation by integrating the tools of their semantics, which will ensure efficient processing of
strategic management based on the Balanced Scorecard high-quality information along with precise quantitative
(BSC), tactical control, based on a detailed SES business data, using the man-machine interface capable of
processes and functional-cost analysis (FCA), the implementing a flexible dialogue of DM - management
budgeting system operational level introduction and the decision-making support system (MDMSS) .
organization of the management cycle through the Synthesis and analysis of the balanced
integration and different kinds of models convergence. scorecard(P7). At the BSC structure synthesis stage it is

Multi-pronged presentation of the subject area in the necessary to check the BSC balance a priori. To evaluate
models repository form (P2). The variety of management the BSC a posterior we propose to use criteria system:
objects and its detail degree, the laws, operation SES balance, synergy and risk. As a result of the system, an
processes rules and betting, situations, management array of strategic SES maps with quantitative information
methods that can be used to improve its operation in terms of the SBC, which will display the SES
efficiency, determine the need to systematize the configuration in different situations and under various
knowledge through the integration and convergence of operation conditions are created. 
situational (S), cognitive (C ), simulation (Sm), process-(P), Formulated strategic management principles are
expert (E) models based on ontological (O) approach and implemented as methods of control tasks. Practical form of
storing them in a SCIPEO-models repository. the concept embodiment - the principles and methods of

Submission of learned knowledge, storage and strategic management - defined as algorithmic and
accumulation in the information storage form (P3). The MDMSS software.
source of the information, which is based on the decision- Conceptual structure for SES management The cycle
maker (DM), is knowledge, summarizing his theoretical of "top-down" strategy begins with the definition of SES
concepts (systematic knowledge) and experience strategy (Figure 1, Box 1). The basic strategic direction is
(heuristic knowledge), as well as the knowledge gained specified by constructing a BSC strategy map [5] in terms
from the use of SCIPEO-models (empirical knowledge). of objectives and key performance indicators, combined
Description of the phenomena, processes or actions by cause-and-effect relationships. Further, the company
should be implemented as a system of knowledge, business processes analysis is needed, identifying cost
organized as a data warehouse. centres, resources and constraints and further cascaded

Forecasting of SES processes based on the goals in the top-level installation of subordinate
simulation model (A4). Simulation model (SM) is central organizational units and the expression of targets
in the SCIPEO-models complex, allows ensuring effective (standards) into specific numerical values ??of indicators
decision-making in cases when there are new situations of the BSC (Box 2).
and experiences are not enough. Management decisions Process-oriented planning (Unit 3) begins with the
(MD) are checked and tested at SM by calculating the SES design process model, reflecting the SES core
results of the BSC model runs indicators and then go to business processes, with details of each process. The
the expertise category. essence of the process approach is based on identifying

Tetradic configuration modelling and decision- the business processes in the organization and
making in the SES (P5). Tetradic configuration and management [6]. Each SES object (the company) with a
decision-making model is determined by interaction of the particular behaviour, can be in certain states, to move
four structures described respectively by purposes from state to state, performing certain actions in the
graph("vertical" structure of the BSC), indicators implementation of the object behaviour script. 
graph("horizontal" structure of the BSC), MD graph and In block 4, "Budgeting" at the level of operational
operations in the SES graph. Each of these graphs is management interim goals (milestones) are defined to
described, based on the Petri nets apparatus. ensure timely response to endogenous and exogenous

Obtaining and formalization of qualitative factors in the SES, influencing on the strategy
information (A6). The set of BSC indicators (delivery implementation. It is necessary to provide institutional
time, the information provided to clients accuracy, ease of arrangements in the form of orders under the budgeting
maintenance, etc.) and situations in SES, contain a factor rules,  budget  forms  themselves  in the budget revenues
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Fig. 1: Conceptual structure for SES management

form and expenditures, cash flow, projecting balance helps to get information on the cost price, which is useful
sheet, the system of motivation, etc. At this control level for management decision-making. At the heart of FCA is
the necessary aspect is the budgeting process the production process separation into separate threads,
automation. the cost centres (cost drivers) allocation and the

All activities described above are performed in SES necessary resources (time or cost) calculation for each of
(Block 5). The company results should be converted, them. The cost of designed resources spreads for
deviations from the specified target values should be logistics services to these cost centres. As a result of
tracked and trends in the SES development should be FCA, the optimum structure of the business process with
identified. This allows assessing the real value indicators the time and cost parameters optimal set is defined. In this
(financial and non-financial) in achieving the selected BSC case, the desired set of parameters is given by the
strategy goals. strategic goals of the company.

Block 6 "Consolidation and Analysis" in the control Block 8 "BSC analysis" is designed to aggregate
performance loop in the direction of "upward" comprises: information on BSC strategic map indicators to determine
SES activities data collection, statements formation and the balance degree, proposed SES strategy synergy and
transformation for external and internal users in the risk configuration (P7). 
international financial reporting standards, budget Management cycle, considered on figure 1 (0),
implementation   monitoring,  the  plan-actual  analysis, comprising the blocks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 sequence,
financial analysis and balance sheet assessment, connected by the white arrows, allows the SES state
responsibility centres reports (A6). monitoring with the all activities implementation, including

Block 7 "Functional-cost analysis" is designed to blocks of 2-4, the performance of these activities in Block
record and analyze the products (services in the case of 5 and the obtained in practice results analysis in blocks 6-
SES) cost. Traditionally, the full cost of the product 8. However, this approach does not allow to predict the
(service) is calculated on the basis of the financial opportunities and threats that the chosen strategy in
statements (standard, process, resulting, custom methods advance (prior to implementation), to generate the BSC
of cost-benefit analysis are known), in connection with option depending on the strategy, assess the various
which the information is of little use for the administrative factors impact on the functioning of SES in the
decisions development. Functional-cost analysis (FCA) implementation of a strategy, identify indicators
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interaction to form management decisions and thus Ontological model (OM) is a structuring, description
evaluate the system configuration  management  strategy and analysis of the problem situation tool in the
in general. repository [7];

To address this problem, we propose to modify the Process model (PM) is used to analyze the internal
submitted management cycle by adding circuit that allows environment of the system and describe the
pre-formed BSC to evaluate the strategy implementation sequence of changes in the system states[8];
in different conditions through the multi-pronged Simulation model (SM) details the solutions,
SCIPEO-models repository introduction to the control distributes power and resources through the logistics
loop (P2). management application, as well as a variety of

The  first  double-loop  control  circuit  (Figure 1) techniques for the fixed assets analysis, service
includes  the  execution  of  the  blocks, quality , the SES logistics costs, etc. [9];

 connected by a black arrow (1).

Functions of blocks 1-3 and 7-8 are described above.
However, the BSC formation, FCA, BSC development and
analysis (A7) will be carried out on the results of the SES
actual work and the simulation model run results (P4) and
also due to the accumulated empirical evidence (P3 and
P6) as a result of the other SCIPEO models actions(P2).
This allows to verify the chosen strategy and system
configuration in a short time, to reconsider the
development direction, to draw conclusions about the
opportunities and threats, given the uncertainty of the
stochastic, exogenous and endogenous factors impact, to
study these factors effect (P7). 

Section 10 "Risk register" contains a list of identified
risks that pose a threat to the achievement of relevant
targets and indicators of the BSC. In block 11,
"Management decisions (initiatives)" contains a
management solutions database to respond to identified
risks. These management solutions can be implemented in
the simulation model to provide the budget adjustment
and, ultimately, generate options for strategy
implementation and decide the implementation of the
chosen strategy into practice in a real work of SES. Blocks
10 and 11 are feedback in the SES management. 

A second double-loop management circuit (Figure 1)
includes the blocks  execution,

connected with the gray arrow (2) and in general, as
previously described, performance management cycle, but
with the introduction of the SES functioning management
decisions, identified in Block 11.

Multi-Pronged Modelling: Double-loop management is a
management, based on SCIPEO-models (Fig. 1, 1 loop)
and the implementation of MD in SES (Figure 1, 2 circuit).
Central place in the proposed management structure is the
SCIPEO-models repository, representing the possibility of
multi-pronged integrated domain modelling:

Expert model (EM) - a neural network trained on the
basis of expert data, used to determine the BSC goals
set and simulates the human reasoning processes;
Cognitive model (CM) allows the indicators
interaction based on cognitive maps and used to
evaluate SES configuration alternatives;
Situational model (StM) is used to form the MD.

The set of SCIPEO-model domain elements is formed
by combining the elements of the sets CtM, CM, SM, PM,
EM and OM:

(1)

where - the set of Stm elements, - set of CM
elements, - the set of IM elements, - a set of
PM elements, - set of EM elements, - set of
OM elements.

The upper level of the OM in terms of IDEF0-model
is a combination of four sets:

(2)

where I - the finite set of arcs, called inputs; U - finiteMLO MLO

set of arcs, called management; M - finite set of objectsMLO

called mechanisms; O - finite set of arcs, called outputs.MLO

(3)

In generalized context diagram terms of system
processes, SES elements (3) mean: The purpose of the
process  (logistics  service  under  the  plan)  and  X  - thef
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process result (logistics service upon); Y - set of methods processes (PROCESS), grouping modules (BATCH),
(management decisions), aimed at improving efficiency; ungroup modules (SEPARATE), condition modules
RS - implementation in the SES on the basis of intellectual (DESIDE) module parameters (ASSIGN), etc.
resources and tools; Mp - process purpose interpretation
(set target BSC indicators values), M f - process result SIMAN-model can be formally defined as:
interpretation(the set of actual BSC values ?); St- set of
SES strategies; DL - set of regulations and limitations on (5)
resources;  Psu  -  principles  of  strategic management
(P1-P7); OP - set of SES processes; S - set of situations in where Cr – finite non-empty set of sources, Cr ={cr ,
the SES. cr ,…, cr }; Dis – finite non-empty set of sinks, Dis

IDEF0-model does not allow you to set the time and ={dis , dis ,…, dis  }; OP – finite non-empty set of
probability parameters that do not have the capacity for processes, OP = {op , op ,…, op }; Bt– finite non-empty
forecasting and business planning. [10] Some of these set of grouping modules, Bt = {bt , bt ,…, bt }; Sep –
disadvantages can be avoided by describing the finite non-empty set of ungroup modules, Sep ={sep ,
following aspect SCIPEO-model - PM - using the sep ,…, sep }; Dec– finite non-empty set of condition
methodology of IDEF3. SES, described using the IDEF3 modules, Dec ={dec , dec ,…, dec }; As – set of IM
methodology, is a operations sequencing model, parameters, As= {S, M, Y}. - SIMAN-model time can fully
excluding the temporal characteristics. Sources and describe the logic of any process, to investigate the time,
destinations  of  flows  (data, information, materials, cost and probability parameters of the process and on this
ready-services) in the PM SES implemented on the basis plan basis, optimize and predict the enterprise activity and
of IDEF3 methodology, are the links. Units of work the individual business processes. 
determine the mechanism of transformation of the input
streams at the weekend [10] . The set-theoretic representation of EM is defined as:

Introduction of intersections in the model made it
possible to analyze model steps. IDEF3 formally defined (6)
PM as:

(4)

where  OP -  a  non-empty  finite  set  of    processes
(units of work), which are the vertices of the PM graph,
ML , OP= {op1, op2, ... op }; RP - a non-empty finite setnop

sof resources (links), RP = (RPI, RPO), RPO = {rpo , rpo ,1 1

…, rpo },   RPI     = {rpi ,   rpi ,   …,  rpi },nrpo 1 1 nrpi

RPI = h (OP, LP, RPO); LP - set of links, which are arcsRPI

of the PM ML  graph; Int - set of intersections. Allocate
synchronous and asynchronous intersections, junctions
and intersections merging branches. Intersections allows
you to describe the sequence of changes in the system
state and the main sequence and logic of the stages,
which allows to establish the relationship between static
and  dynamic  IM  and  transform  IDEF3-model in
SIMAN-model [10]. For this, the simulation system (SS)
Arena has special features. 

SIMAN-structure model is a directed graph whose
vertices are the nodes connected directed arcs. The
following are some basic definitions related to the
structural properties of SIMAN-model in terms of the least
structural components - nodes and arcs. As the nodes in
the model used: sources (CREATE), sinks (DISPOSE),

1

2 ncr

1 2 ndis

1 2 nop

1 2 nbt

1

2 nsep

1 2 ndec

where Exp - experts; Nst - number of neurons; w-weight
connecting the i-th input to the j-th output; Te - iteration
training number, - learning rate coefficient (run fast
approaching the core classes (vector of weights) to the
input vector x ); Ge - function of a neighbourhood.p

The set-theoretic representation of the CM is defined as:

(7)

where M - SBC indicators;  - weight coefficients between
SBC indicators. 

The set-theoretic representation of the StM defined as:

(8)

where Kapo - effectiveness criteria.

CONCLUSION

The concept was developed, which includes a set of
principles for strategic SES processes management
embodying their methods, as well as the shape and the
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practical implementation of the requirements for it. The 4. Hunger, J.D. and T.L. Wheelen, 2010. Essentials of
structure of a multi-pronged integrated view of the subject strategic management / J. D. Hunger, T. L. Wheelen.
area based on the integration and convergence of Prentice Hall. pp: 208.
ontological, process, simulation, expert, situational and 5. Tayler, William, B., 2010. The Balanced Scorecard as
cognitive models was defined. The multi-pronged model a Strategy-Evaluation Tool: The Effects of
formalization in the set-theoretic view is carried out. Implementation Involvement and a Causal-Chain

The place of each model in the management solutions Focus / William B. Tayler // The Accounting Review.
lifecycle development was defined. 85(3): 1095-1117.
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